Abstract. Let k be a number field, let C be a smooth, projective and geometrically integral k-curve and let π : X → C be a Severi-Brauer fibration of squarefree index. Various authors have studied the cokernel of the natural map CH 0 (X/C) → v CH 0 (Xv /Cv), where CH 0 (X/C) = Ker [ π * : CH 0 (X) → CH 0 (C)]. In this paper we study the kernel of the above map and find sufficient conditions for it to agree with the Tate-Shafarevich group of the Néron-Severi torus of X.
and X 1 (T ). This direct generalization of part of Salberger's result was shown to be incorrect by V.Suresh in his 1997 paper [11] . This author produced an example of a conic bundle over an elliptic curve over Q 1 for which X 1 (T ) = 0 but XCH 0 (X/C ) = 0.
In this paper we study the group XCH 0 (X/C ) for an arbitrary Severi-Brauer fibration X → C of squarefree index. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 0.1. Let k be a number field, let X → C be a Severi-Brauer k-fibration of squarefree index and let Φ : CH 0 (X/C ) → H 1 (k, T ) be the characteristic map of X → C, where T is the Néron-Severi torus of X. Then there exists a natural exact sequence 0 → X(KerΦ) → XCH 0 (X/C ) → X 1 (T ) → 0.
In Section 2 we use a well-known Hasse-principle theorem due to K.Kato to obtain the following corollary of Theorem 0.1.
Corollary 0.2. Let k be a number field and let X → C be a Severi-Brauer kfibration of squarefree index n. Assume that the following conditions hold:
i) either k is totally imaginary or n is odd, and ii) C acquires good reduction at all primes over an extension of k of degree prime to n.
Then there exists a canonical isomorphism
where T is the Néron-Severi torus of X.
The key ingredient of the proof of Theorem 0.1 is an approximation lemma of E.Frossard [7, Lemma 3.3] . This fundamental result is used in the proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 below, which form the technical center of the paper. These lemmas, together with some elementary homological algebra, yield Theorem 0.1 above.
Combining Corollary 0.2 and [7, Theorem 0.4], we obtain the following result.
Corollary 0.3. Let the hypotheses and notations be as in the statement of Corollary 0.2. Then there exists a natural exact sequence of torsion groups
We also obtain the following theorem, which generalizes Salberger's exact sequence (1) 
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Preliminaries.
Let k be a field, fix a separable closure k of k and let Γ = Gal k/k . If M is a discrete and continuous Γ -module, the i-th Γ -cohomology group of M will be denoted by H i (k, M ). Now assume that k is a number field. For each prime v of k, we will write k v for the completion of k at v. We define
where the map involved is the natural localization map. Now let X be a smooth, projective and geometrically integral k-variety. We will write X for the k-variety X ⊗ k k, k(X) (resp. k(X)) for the field of rational functions on X (resp. X) and NS X for the Néron-Severi group of X. In addition, the group of 0-cycles on X will be denoted by Z 0 (X) and CH 0 (X) will denote its quotient by rational equivalence. Further, we will write A 0 (X) for the kernel of the degree map deg : CH 0 (X) → Z and, for each prime v of k, X v will denote the
Let C be a smooth, projective and geometrically integral k-curve and let X → C be a Severi-Brauer k-fibration, i.e., X is a smooth, projective and geometrically integral k-variety equipped with a proper and dominant k-morphism π : X → C whose generic fiber
Given a central simple k(C)-algebra A, there exists an Artin model X of A over C [6] . Thus X is a smooth, projective and geometrically integral k-variety equipped with a proper and dominant k-morphism π : X → C whose generic fiber X η = X × C Spec k(C) is the Severi-Brauer k(C)-variety associated to A. We will write X k(η) for the generic fiber of π : X → C. Note that, since k(C) is a C 1 −field, X k(η) is a projective space and therefore Pic X k(η) = Z. The index of such a fibration is defined to be the index of A, i.e., the minimum degree of all extensions of k(C) which split A or, equivalently, the least positive degree of a 0-cycle on X η . We are interested in the group
Since the map CH 0 (C ) → CH 0 (C v ) may be identified with the map Pic C → Pic C v , which is injective (see, e.g., [4] , Proposition 1.1, p.3), we have
Thus the study of (2) is reduced to the study of (3) . Assume now that X → C has squarefree index. Then (2) (and hence also (3)) is a finite group [6, Théorème 4.7] . Further, CH 0 (X v /C v ) is zero for all but finitely many primes v of k [op.cit., Théorème 4.8]. We will write S for the set of primes v of k such that CH 0 (X v /C v ) = 0.
We now observe that, in studying the group (3), we may restrict our attention to the chosen model X → C of A, for if X ′ → C is an arbitrary Severi-Brauer k-fibration whose generic fiber corresponds to A, then X ′ → C is birationally equivalent to X over C (as follows from [EGA IV, 8.8.2.5]), and the Chow group of dimension zero is a birational invariant of smooth projective varieties (see [8, 16.1.11, p.312] , and note that the proof given there holds over any field).
We now write C 0 for the set of closed points of C. For each P ∈ C 0 , with residue field k(P ), we let X P = X × C Spec k(P ) be the fiber of π over P . We will write P = {P i } i∈I for the finite set of closed points of C for which the fiber X P is singular (i.e., not geometrically integral). Further, for each i ∈ I, we will write k i for k(P i ). For each P ∈ C 0 , there exists a natural residue homomorphism
where n is the index of A (see [6, pp.205-206] ). The algebra A defines an element of H 2 (k(C), µ n ) and, for each i ∈ I, we will write L i for the cyclic extension of k i determined by the residue res Pi (A), i.e., L i is the fixed field of the kernel of
Clearly, E * /k * N F * is annihilated by n. Now, for each prime v of k (and each i ∈ I), we will write
where the map NS X → Z is given by restricting divisors to the generic fiber, B 1 is the free group on the closed points y of C for which the fiber of π over y, X y = X × C Spec k(y), is singular, B 2 ⊂ Div X is the free abelian group on the irreducible components of the singular fibers of π and the map B 1 → B 2 ⊕ Z is induced by y → X y , −1 (see [6, p.201] and note that π
). The groups B 1 and B 2 are isomorphic to
. It is not difficult to check that (B 2 ⊕ Z)/B 1 is torsion-free. Let T 0 denote the k-torus corresponding to (B 2 ⊕ Z)/B 1 , and let T be the Néron-Severi torus of X. Then there exists a natural isomorphism
See [6, Lemma 3.5] . Further, (4) induces a natural exact sequence
A similar exact sequence exists over k v for every prime v of k, and we have a natural exact commutative diagram
where the direct sums extend over all primes v of k. Now the commutativity of the above diagram and the classical Brauer-Hasse-Noether theorem yield
We will need the following definition.
Definition. The group of divisorial norms, denoted k(C) * dn , is the subgroup of k(C) * consisting of functions which, at every point P of C, can be written as the product of a unit at P by an element of the reduced norm group NrdA * . Equivalently
There exists a canonical isomorphism
which maps a cycle z ∈ CH 0 (X/C ) to the function f (defined up to multiplication by a constant) such that div C f = π * (z). See [6, p.98] . Now, by evaluating functions at the points of P, one obtains a natural "specialization map"
and E.Frossard [6] has defined a "characteristic" map
These functions (5)- (8) fit into a natural commutative diagram
See [6, Proposition 3.8]. Proof. See Corollary 3.9 and Proposition 4.1 of [6] .
The proofs.
In this Section we establish the main results of the paper. We keep the notations and hypotheses introduced in the previous Section. Lemma 2.1. Let A be a central simple k(C)-algebra of squarefree index, let X → C be an Artin model of A over C and let Φ 0 be the characteristic map (8) 3 . Now recall the set S of primes v of k such that [7] (which may be applied since X → C was assumed to satisfy hypothesis 2.1 of [op.cit.]), with y = 0, η = 1 ∈ E * /k * N F * , f zv,y =f v for v ∈ S and f zv,y = 1 for v / ∈ S, asserts the existence of an element g ∈ Kerγ which maps to (f v ) v∈S , as desired (see Remark 2.2 below).
Remark 2.2.
Regarding the proof of the lemma, the following comment is in order. The element g ∈ k(C) * /k * whose existence is asserted by Lemma 3.3 of [7] may be chosen so that it specializes to the given η ∈ E * /k * N F * . This follows from the fact that the function h ∈ k(C) * which appears in the proof of that lemma Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, a transfer argument analogous to that used in [7, pp.94-95 ] enables us to reduce the proof to the case where X → C satisfies hypothesis 2.1 of [7] 4 . Let α ∈ H 1 (k, T 0 ) be such that res v (α) ∈ Im Φ 0,v for every prime v of k, where res v : [7] , with y = 0 and η as above, asserts the existence of elements g ∈ k(C) * dn k * NrdA * and z ∈ Z 0 (X) such that g specializes to η (see Remark 2.2 above) and Ψ([z]) = g, where Ψ is the map (6) . It follows that δ (9)), whence α = Φ 0 ([z] ). This completes the proof.
Remark 2.4. In the case of conic bundles, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 are immediate consequences of Theorem 1.3 of [3] (to obtain Lemma 2.1 from loc.cit., set α = 0 there). This observation was the starting point of this paper.
We can now state our main result. Theorem 2.5. Let k be a number field, let X → C be a Severi-Brauer k-fibration of squarefree index and let Φ 0 be the characteristic map (8) . Then there exists a natural exact sequence
Proof. Assume first that X → C is the Artin model of a central simple k(C)-algebra A of squarefree index. There exists a natural exact commutative diagram
Applying the snake lemma to the above diagram and using Lemma 2.1, we obtain an exact sequence 0 → X(KerΦ 0 ) → XCH 0 (X/C ) → X(Im Φ 0 ) → 0. On the other hand, the commutativity of the natural diagram
together with Lemmas 2.3 and 1.1 yield a natural isomorphism X(Im Φ 0 ) = X 1 (T ). This completes the proof when X → C is an Artin model as above. The general case may be deduced from the preceding one by using the birational invariance of the groups XCH 0 (X/C ) and X
(T ).
By an example of V.Suresh [11] , the group X(KerΦ 0 ) appearing in the statement of the theorem need not vanish. We will now study this group and find conditions under which it vanishes (see Theorem 2.8 below).
There exists a natural exact commutative diagram
where γ 0 is induced by the identity on k * and γ and γ and induced by specialization. Since γ 0 is surjective, the snake lemma applied to (10) yields a natural exact sequence 0 → Ker γ 0 → Ker γ → Kerγ → 0.
Note that Ker γ 0 is canonically isomorphic to k
Now there exist sequences analogous to (11) over k v for every prime v of k, and we have a natural exact commutative diagram
We now have 
Here, for each
is the natural residue map. On the other hand, a well-known theorem of K.Kato [9, §4] , asserts that the canonical map
is an isomorphism, whence the lemma follows. 5 One of the referees informed us that this result, as well as Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.9 below, have been known to the specialists in this area for quite some time. Unfortunately, we have been unable to find appropriate references for them and therefore provide the corresponding proofs.
We now apply the snake lemma to diagram (12) and use the preceding lemma together with Lemma 1.2
6 to obtain the following result Proposition 2.7. Let k be a number field, let X → C be a Severi-Brauer kfibration of squarefree index and let Φ 0 be the characteristic map (8) . Then there exists a canonical injection
where γ 0 is the map in diagram (10) .
Theorem 2.8. Let k be a number field, let X → C be a Severi-Brauer k-fibration of squarefree index with associated central simple k(C)-algebra A, and let Φ 0 be the characteristic map (8) . Further, let S ′ be the set of primes of k consisting of the real primes and the primes of bad reduction for C. Assume that
Then the natural map Ker Φ 0 → v KerΦ 0,v is injective. Consequently, there exists a canonical isomorphism
Proof. Let S ′ be as in the statement. Then H i) either k is totally imaginary or n is odd, and ii) C acquires good reduction at all primes over an extension of k of degree prime to n.
Then the characteristic map
Proof. Assume first that C has good reduction at all primes of k. Then H 
